COLLABORATION IN MOTION

What better way to truly understand the work United Way's Collaboratives are doing in the community than seeing it first hand? Collaborative Community Tours allow your group to visit two to three locations within a United Way collaborative, with facilitated conversation through each stop. Groups will then hear directly from the team of partners within the collaborative about what it means to put families at the center of services.

About the Tour:

While we will be see the neighborhoods, nonprofits, and community spaces in which our collaborative partnerships work, this tour is not about challenges that have brought our collaboratives into being. It's about understanding how, when working together and putting the families at the center of their, nonprofits are able to truly move family out of poverty. It’s about the successes that the families we serve are able to achieve when their stories are heard and their needs are met. Through a Collaborative Community Tour you’ll travel through a family's continuum of success, seeing firsthand how each of the collaborative partners lends their unique expertise to the puzzle to move families toward self-sufficiency, hope, and success.

What you'll need:

- A minimum of 40 people to participate in the tour
- $1500 for a tour with 40 participants
- $3000 for a tour with 40 to 80 participants
- 4 hours to complete tour
- Company must provide starting location for bus to pick up participants

United Way of the Greater Triangle will provide:

- Facilitation of tour both on bus and during panel conversation
- Coordination of transportation and tour stops